
GG  only accepts files in the PDB file format. The results include the IDs of the oxygen atoms that possibly 

bind to calcium ions as well as the potential calcium locations. Three user-defined parameters in the GG 

program are explained as following: 

1. O-O cutoff: the threshold distance between two oxygen atoms considered as ligands for one calcium-

binding site. 

2. Ca-O lower bound: the lower limit of the distances between calcium and ligand Oxygen atoms. 

3. Ca-O upper bound: the upper limit of the distances between calcium and ligand Oxygen atoms. 

########################################################################################## 

Download the file gg.1.0.zip into a local folder; decompress gg.1.0.zip with WinZip or WinRAR to the 

following files: 

gg.1.0.NET.1.0.exe: the executable file under windows with .NET Framework1.0; 

sample1.pdb and sample2.pdb: two sample PDB files; 

readme.html: user's guide.  

Tutorial for GG execution   

Double click the icon of gg.1.0.NET.1.0.exe (If you cannot run the program, please download .NET Framework 

1.0 and install it. The blue parts below are program prompts, the green parts are the values that the user types in, 

and the values in the parenthesis are the suggested empirical values). The following information will be shown: 

            Please enter pdb file 

            sample1.pdb 

            Please enter O-O cutoff: (6.0) 

            6.0 

            Please enter Ca-O lower bound: (1.8) 

            1.8 

            Please enter Ca-O upper bound: (3.0) 

            3.0 

            Take oxygen atoms from non-water heteratoms as potential ligand? (y) 

             y or n 

The program will run and finish in seconds. It creates 4 files: 

psdCa.dat, psdCa_inc.pdb, psdCa_mrg.dat and psdCa_mrg_inc.pdb 

http://www.winzip.com/
http://www.win-rar.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=D7158DEE-A83F-4E21-B05A-009D06457787&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=D7158DEE-A83F-4E21-B05A-009D06457787&displaylang=en


Two dat files contain the oxygen ligand atom IDs (line 1 of each site), the residue information related to each 

oxygen ligand (line 2) the calcium coordinates (line 3), and the Ca-O distance (line 4). The psdCa.dat file 

contains the information for all of the predicted sites and the psdCa_mrg.dat only contains the sites after 

merging the closely located predictions. 

Two corresponding output PDB files contain the pseudo-calcium information in addition to the original protein 

coordinates. The pseudo-calcium ions are shown in the end of the files in the form of "HETATM 0000 CAL 

NNN CAL XXX YYY ZZZ 1.0 DDD CA" (11 columns), where NNN indicates the serial number of the 

prediction, XXX, YYY and ZZZ are the coordinates, and DDD is the Ca-O distance in the predicted sites.  

########################################################################################## 
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